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Mexican!
McDonald has accepted (By Special Leased TTire to
Guayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 26. Gen- of Cleotes Romero aft
warden of the State penitentiary to er;,l Pedro Montero, who recently was
Thei,l:e Popular hero of Guayaquil, was
en into effect on February 1
readv to an-- yesterday shot hy.the angry populace,
i.r,veri,rvr is not vet
nounce the appointment of a succes- - d"agged into the streets, beheaded
sor. Unexpected opposition has devel a.id burned
General Montero, in November last,
oped within Democratic party ranks
president by the
to the appointment of City Clerk ,T. B. was proclaimed
but
McManus of Albuquerque to the posi- troops stationed in Guayaquil,
tion. Governor McDonald expects to handed over the leadership in the prodevote considerable personal attention vincial government to General Flavio
to affairs at the penitentiary and may Alfaro. A revolutionary army went
wake daily visits to the penal institu- from Guayaquil to meet the govern- e
untie-thtion for some time, in order to post ment troops from Quito, who,
command of General Leonidas
himself fully and to keep in close
touch with every detail of manage- Plaza, defeated them and eventually
ment. Governor McDonald has been forced Guayaquil to capitulate.
General Montero, with other leadwith A. H.
consultation
in close
was captured on January 22, and
Hudspeth of White Oaks, who arrived ers,
last evening the general was brought
yesterday, in regard to matters of
state but there is no announcement before a court martial and sentenced
as yet as to appointments or on other to sixteen years imprisonment in a
ratters in which all the people are penitentiary.
When General Plaza, who presided
particularly interested.
Goveronr McDonald has not called over the court martial, announced
for further resignations and no ap- the sentence, crowds of angry people
who had surrounded the government
pointments have been made. The
shouted
only reason for making appointments palace awaiting the result,
nt this time, the governor says, is to violent protests. The excitement inhave them out of the way before the creased rapidly and some of them
rushed into the court room, riddled
legislature meets at which time he General
Montero with bullets, seized
will be very busy with the press of
and dragged it into the open
legislative business. It is understood the body
th-hacked the head off
that several appointees have been air. There,
the shoulders, gathered fuel with
definitely decided upon.
then
TVViilo tho new governor is not ac- which they started a fire and
m'au anu l,lH1K "
'"
tively engaged in state business be!
the
is making a study of the needs of The excitement lasted throughout
the various departments of govern-- ! "tent and revolver shooting occurred
pans ui
ment with a view to making them ;
irenerai uioy Aiiaro ann General
more efficient. "Give the lieoolo
what they pay for," is his motto, and Paz, who were captured at the same
if is
he intends to make every stats office time, as General Montero, were,
reported sent to Quito at midnight
I,roductive of good to the people.
in
The mounted police will receive his They will be tried by court martial
the
capital.
While
the:
he
says.
early attention,
in
county sheriffs are not lacking
ability they have not the organization GABY PREFERS LIVE SINGER
TO RETIRED KING.
and discipline and therefore not the
efficiency of the state mounted. poVce
The latter organization has with .its She Astonishes Theatrical Colony By
limited numbers
proved its great
Taking for Husband Harry
Pilcher.
worth in the suppression of crime and
its numbers and powers will undoubtedly be increased if the recommenda- (By Special Leased "Wire to New Mexican)
Xew York, Jan. 26 The theatrical
tions of Governor McDonald are acted upon by the legislature.
colony is aroused today over a cable"It is not fighting men we need." gram just received from London signsf.id Captain Fred Fornoff in an in- ed "Gaby" containing the statement
terview with the governor, "it is men that Gaby Deslys, the French actress
to had married Harry Pilcher, an Ameriwith the intelligence and ability
ferret out crime. I can hire fighters can dancer. Pilcher and Gaby Deslys
for $40 a month, but we need the recently left here for a theatrical enservice of those with the training gagement in Europe.
which comes of a thorough education."
Delegation after delegation comes
into the office of the governor and interrupts his work, which at this time
is very heavy. His mail has piled up
on his desk to the extent that it will
take days to handle it, and this together with the office seeker, keeps
the new chief executive tied down to
routine work.
Despite Superior Numbers
Blake Franklin Resigns.
Blake Franklin, formerly of Santa
and Artillery Driven
Fe, has resigned as law officer in the
Back by Arabs
Forest Service and will go to Los Angeles on February 3, to pract'e.o i.w
and as attorney tor an insurance
HO BASIS FOR PEACE AS YET

Governor

the resignation

1
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(By Special Leased Wire To Now Mexican)
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 20. Joseph Kib-beformer territorial governor, and
Dwight B. Heard, two leaders of the
Progressive wing of the Republican
party in the new state, launched a
Roosevelt club today. Members of the
club are pledged to use all "honorable
means," to secure the nomination of
the former President.
Three Cities Fight for Convention.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 26 With the
primary object of fixing the time and
place for the meeting of the state
convention to select delegates to the
National convention in Chicago, the
Republican State Central Committee
convened here tqday.
The contest for the meeting place
was a hot one with St. Louis, St. Joseph and Kansas City in the fight.
Whether the committee
action
would favor President Taft for
for President or would
lean to the side of former President
Roosevelt was a topic much discussed
in political circles early today.
Bid for the Progressives.
"That amendment presumably embodied the ideas of the only section
of the Republican party to whom the
public can look for assistance toward
any relief from tariff taxation," said
Mr. Palmer.
He added that if "the
progressive element, in the Senate
would accept this opportunity" for accomplishing tariff revision, they would
find a "united Democratic party in
that body willing also to take at least
one tariff issue out of the realm of
politics."
Armed Truce.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 26. An
armed truce prevailed in the commit
tee when that body went into execu
tive session at noon. There was a
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government
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in evidence of
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with the
original mar-- ,,rs(MI tmIav
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Senate.
Xot in session.
Meets 2 p. m. Monday.
House.
Met at noon.
Debate begun on the steel
bill.
General
tariff revision
debate will close tomorrow.
The bill may be passed late
tomorrow afternoor.
Samuel lTnter:noyer of Xew
York testified colore the Rules
Committee regarding the dofH- ination of the country's money
power bv four groups of finan- ciers.
Louis D. Brandeis' of Boston,
anti-- t rust
discussed
pending
bills at a hearing before the
judiciary committee.
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Chang llsun lias his headquarters.
TIk result of the bai'le is not yet
ki.own.
Rebels Move Forvard.
London, Jan. 26. The Chinese revolutionists expeditionary force at Wu
Chang began their forward movement
towards Peking today, according to a
Tie-Tsin dispatch to the Kxchango
Telegraph Company.
Taft Pleads for China.
Washington, D. C, Jim. 26 The appeal issued through ordinary channels having failed to elicit response
in any way, commensurate with thei
siniaiion. President Taft today personally and as president of the American Red Cross, sent out an appeal for
finds to relieve the famine stricken
people of China. Mr. Taft's plea in
follows:
As president of the American Xa- ttonal lied t'io.-s- , it beeonies my
duty 10 call to the attention
of the neopic of the United States
the conditions of awful destitution
which now xist in certain provinces
of China.
Recurrent inundations by
'he Yang Tse and other rivers, have
l?Ktroyed crops and prevented tho
cull ivat ion of the lands. Millions of
human beings are now facing starvation.
"Until poace is restored in China
and the functions of efficient government are established these conditions
must continue, save as relieved by
the charitable efforts of other coun-

The defense had denied all knovl- ,
edge of these original margin
As counsel lor MeNamara. Rappa- until they were suddenly pniueed in
S
court by District Attorney Wilktrson. port claimed that all check books,
checks
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N
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packers guilty of violating the crim-- i ,;H'" "'''Iwl to e.ppear before the
grand jury but he resisted by a mo- inal section of the Sherman law.
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ler, representing the government.!
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the defense made vigorous objection hooks to find out what McXamarn did
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on the ground that Hie
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"That money was paid him as an
Washington, D. C. Jan. 26. Speedy immaterial.
action on the steel and iron tariff re"These papers are irrelevant
and official function," said Mr. Miller. "It
vision bill was foreshadowed in the should be excluded," said Attorney was expended to transport dynamite
House today when Chairman Under- John S. Mili.T, representing the Arm- and nitroglycerine about the country
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and to pay the expenses of men who
"If we are not careful, we will he blew up places.
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ant developments are expected to ioitral committee meeting in this city before the House judiciary commit all farm products have shown about
tee today to discuss the Leu Root he same fluctuations is a proof that Three firemen were injured early to- low quickly.
today.
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Palace and government intrigues
amendment to the Sherman
Democratic Split in Missouri.
there is no beef trust?" asked Attor- day while fighting a fire that damaged
the Schubert theater to the extent of are rampant, and the panic among the
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 26. The ef- law which would read into the stat- ney Atkinson, in cross examination.
forts of William J. Bryan to settle ute the "rule of reason" and would "In mentioning farm products, I did $60,000 and for a time threatened the Chinese inhabitants continues.
the conflict between Speaker Champ make unlawful a restraint of trade not refer to packing hous" products business section of the city.
Prince Ching the former premier,
J. W. through patent rights, counsel for the The packers do- not sell live hogs or
Clark and former Governor
whose moderate views have been
Folk for tho endorsement of the Mis- United Shoe Machinery Company ob cattle but finished products concerna hopeful factor in the situasouri Democrats for the presidential jected and asked for a postponement. ing which I have no special knowltion, has been granted an additional
nomination had produced no material The company has been sued by the edge."
ten days leave.
results today. Bryan, while here yes- gr.vernment as a "trust" largely be"Then, the evidence you have given
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sail tomorrow for Jamwill
his
wife,
be
where a fight occurred last night
January 18, profoundly impress velt but was speaking only for him was thronged with people. As soon fice can ignore this."
the board will make to Governor W
aica, where it is hoped Mrs. Adams
This
and
tween
Germans.
Poles
A.
the
as
of
the
ed
the
Counsel
was
General
James
Emery
be
Tripoli,
were
population
there
as
released
self.
clerks
will
the
which
go
C. McDonald and
will recover from a severe attack of
a great excitement but no trace of the of the National Association of Manu- resulted in a general iriot and eventu
Governors on Roosevelt Committee
The members of Italian troops despite their superior
fore the legislature.
pneumonia, from which she has been,
out.
Two
were
called
the
manufacturers
j
of
artil
ally
26.
declared
that
military
Governor robbers was found.
facturers
Chicago, ill., Jan.
the board are: L. Bradford Prince, numbers and their assistance
for nearly three weeks. Mr3.
suffering
dur
were
made
the
students
to
seriously injured
the stubb of Kansas, and Governor Hadbeing
It is claimed by officials in the generally objected
president, Santa Fe; Malaquias Mar- lery, were forced to abandon
ing the fight and many people were Adams was taken ill early In tha
head office of the Royal bank that
ground to the Arabs, says Tripoli
month at Washington.
hurt,
Continued on page eight.
(Continued on Page Five,)
only $1,000 was taken.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

(By Boreas in Popular Mechanics.)
This is the song of the wire
Th' electric wire;
The slender thread with the soul of
fire
With the wins of light that shall

i;iiwt"- -

never tire

Vith a power and grandeur awful and
dire
This is the song of the wire,
Th' electric wire.

Always the Leader

I

Off c

Southern
WITH

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

WE

No. 40.

REGISTER

GIVE

TICKETS

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED.

All

kinds of flowers, garden

&

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

r.

---

--

It takes the steady nerve, the elastic
step, the energetic body to meet
modern conditions, and the quick mind
grasps the fact that body and nerves
must be properly nourished.

the monarch of light and of
dark
The power of life and of death;
can quicken your pulses or lay you
stark.
By a touch of my fiery breath,
is ether the life of
My

the world
From pole unto pole
The planets were spinning in harmony

Weak, hesitating, doubting natures
are those who lack vitality. Their
kingdom is the crust or outer edge
the thin of things.

hurled
At the Lirth of my soul.

For aeons of ages I slept in the earth,
Awaiting a master's call;
(The power in bondage is little worth,
And the sweets of idleness pall.)
But now I am singing and humming
in glee
While Pluto doth quake!
Redemption is come I am free! I
am free!
My heart is awake!

SCOTT'S EMULSION
is the vitalizer for all ages.

never tire
With the power and grandeur awful

and dire
This is the song of the wire,
Th' electric wire.

TTC
Jr llCKil
LCU
I

45

JS

S

X-

ALL

45

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

Near Union DepotJ

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

o

'

j

TO

All

Parts

of The World

SflVP MflflPV and ,nconvenience

by Purchasing: Weils
IllUUtJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SiSSii

U.

S,

Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j

ji

"

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Blames the Spirit of the Times.
Died at Hospital for Insane.
Thomas Grandon of Byried, Chaves Professor Ira li. De Long of the
county, died at the hospital for the University of Colorado told the meminsane at Las Vegas. He was a dry bers of the social science department
farmer, aged 33 years, and is survived of the Woman's club at a luncheon at
Denver, that the spirit ot the times
by his wife.
glowing out of business and general
Lutheran Church for Roswell.
conditions was responsible for the
J. W. Finkbiner, a Lutheran mis- white slave traffic, divorce, protests
sionary, is organizing a Lutheran against courts, spue walls, protests
church at Roswell. There are forty against schools, unendurable neighLutherans at Roswell and two Luth- borhood relations, business nitfh being
eran ministers, Rev. D. F. Thomas suspicious of each other.
and Rev. A. D. Crile.

querque on suspicion of having burglarized the Bachechi store, convinced
the justice of the peace that he wa
merely looking for a job and escaped
with a fine of $10 for vagrancy.
Given a Saloon License.

Joseph McAllister won his fight in
district court at Silver City against
the Chino Company at Hurley, for a
saloon license on a small plot of
ground leased from a homesteader
near that mining camp. Judge Colin
Neblett decided in his favor.
Wanted in Las Cruces for Larceny.
Candido Mesquez and Juan Hill are
held at El Paso upon request from

CASCARET5 SURELY

THE STAR BARN

STRAIGHTEN

YOU OUT

Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
I have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
- THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.

CARD AT JUAREZ,
MEXICO. ON SATURDAY.

No

Headache,
Billiousness, Upset
Stomach, Lazy Liver or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.

Small Pox in Colorado.
The medical fraternity of Montrose,
Colorado, disagrees over the diagnosis
in the case of the daughter of R. A.
Nickell, president of the Home State
bank. A fewt days ago the girl was
quarantined for smallpox by City
Health Officer J. F. Coleman.
She
was examined later by two other physicians, who declared the child had
Nickell then applied to
chickenpox.
the state board of health for an examination.
It Is a Sin to Paint.
One of the greatest sins that the
average young woman commits 1b
painting and powdering her face, according to Father Benedict, the missionary who addressed the young
women of the Logan Avenue chapel
at Denver. "It is not necessary," declared Father Benedict, "for a young
woman to put a bucketful of paint on
her face. Be your natural selves. Man
will point the finger of scorn at you
if you paint your faces, and it is displeasing to God, who made you."

-:-

-

-:-

Its Hardware We Have

It

Pnone 14

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

Start the

especially in 5,

(By Special Leased "ire to X'pw Moxtcan)
Juarez, Mex., Jan. 2C. Entries for
tomorrow :
First race, selling, six furlings. Florence Roberts, 90; Gus Hartridge, 92;
John Heck, 95: X Irish Beauty. 103:
Crow Robb, Big Claim, luT; Dactylis,
10S; Pacifico, Doc Allen, King Thistle, Elder, King Elk, Brave Withers,
St. Orloff, Tiflis, 110.
Second race, selling, five and one-haX Nannie McDee, 98;
furlongs.
Flying D'Or, Lehigh, Free, 102; Mary
Emily, 104 ; W. H. Ford, 105; Batwa;
X Millo, 1UG; Racquette, Royal Tea,
107; Manasseh, 10S; Yanker, 109.
Third race, selling, six furlongs.
Lady Macy, X Delaney. 100: Goldfinn.
Thistle Belle, 106; Startler, 107; John
Griffin 11, 108; Oxer, 113.
Fourth race, selling, seven furlongs.
X Gelico, 105; Sona, Chanticlor, Fig-en- ,
X Judge Walton, Lena Lech, 10S;
Zulu, Faneuil Hall, Braxton, Black
Mate, 110.
Fifth race, selling, six furlongs.
Camarada, 90; Isom, 92; Skillute, 95;
X James Blackstock, Venetian, 105;
Colonel Marchmont, 107; Orba Smile,
X Signor, 108;
Balella, Brigthone,
High Street, J. B. Robinson, Hob
111
Lynch,
Meter, Kuropatkin, 110.
Sixth race, sellinc, seven furlongs.
Heretic, Boana, 107; Mapleton, Novgorod, Annual Interest,
110;
Lomond, Green Bridge, 113.
X Apprentice allowance.

-

-:-

-:-

-

by given better values
:
:
:
and 25c, goods.

NEW YEAR
10

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

than ever,
:

:

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
436 Canon Road

Phone Black 6619

lf

'

j

.

Thomas Kelly Wanted a Job.
Thomas Kelly, arrested at Albu

If

FRANK F. GORMLEY
We

RACE

e

J. CRICHTON

Quality Coal."

Phone 14.

Borcherdt.

1

" The

AND

WAY,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

thinks there is no further uanger of
starvation. This condition, however,
does not apply to the cattle situation,.!
which is not improved, according to

COMPANY

&

WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

I

hear the beautiful tone

LUMBER

GOOD.

DRUGGISTS

You are requested to call and see and

R.

It feeds

--

Phone Black

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMERING AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWARE
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE THAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE

nerves, .body and brain with pure,
wholesome food tonic It does not
stimulate it nourishes.

This is the song of the wire
Th' electric wire;
The slender thread with the soul
of fire
With the wings of light that shall

Las Cruces that they took two horses
and saddles from Ascension Fritz and
-J
Francisco Perales at Las Cruces. The
MOUND THE STATE
accused had been in Juarez but were
gotten back over the line by a ruse,
Fritz inducing them to tank up and!
follow him into a saloon on the El
Dropped Dead in Cigar Store.
C. L. Kinney dropped dead in the Faso side of the river.
Lobby cigar store at El Paso.
Raton Man Shoots Himself,
breakers
While pursuing house
Had No Pedler's License.
J. C. Williams, a cleaning powder across his lawn at Raton, O. P. Cole
peddler, was fined $10 at Albuquer-ou- man, a prominent citizen, slipped on
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
for peddling without a license.
the ice and fell, exploding the heavy
calibre rifle he carried and shooting
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Mrs. Paublita Cecune.
himself in the left leg. The leg was
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
Mrs. Paublita Cecune, a life long so shattered as to require amputation
died near the knee today. The burglars esresident, of Old Albuqerque,
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
yesterday aged 55 years. She leaves caped.
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your two sons.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Boy Robbers.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
.Boy Arrested.
Two
boys, Stanley Kam-Orlando Rogers was given a severe owska and Andrew Hilma, were ar-- ;
and Arizona purchasers.
reprimand by a justice of the peace rested by the police at Chicago, on a
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
at Las Vegas for striking another charge of having attempted to hold
boy with a rock during a fight.
up Roman Ryniewicz, 9 years Cld, and
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
rob him of seven cents. One of the
"
Bound Over to Grand Jury.
LINDEMANN CO.
boys is aid to have stabbed Rynie-- :
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Ezequiel Baca y Jaramillo was wicz with a
knife, destroying the sight
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
bound over in $100 bond to the grand
his right eye.
oi
f
on
at
the
Las Vegas,
jury
charge
abandoning his wife.
Has Divorce Habit.
Married in August, 1908, to John
Five Fruit Dealers Fined.
Noberto Armijo, Francisco Hibonia, Keith, who sued for divorce a month
and was met with a counter comEugenio Serrano, Gregorio Muro and later
from his bride, who succeeOed
plaint
were
El
fined
at
Daniel Ortiz
Paso
in obtaining the divorce on the ground
for selling unsanitary fruit.
of cruetly, Mrs. Keith then married
Robert A. Whyte, and although only
On.
Baby Operated
Ralph Day, not yet a year old, un- five months has elapsed since the
derwent two operations for double wedding, she is again suing for divhospital. orce in the county court at Colorado
hernia, at an Albuquerque
The operations were successful.
Springs.

Phone Black

J

THE THIN OF THINGS?

life-bloo- d

WINTER

nt

IN THE THICK OF THINGS OR

Oh! I am

" Soltaire " Goods.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1912.

X

SATTA FE, X.

THE SONG OF THE WIRE.

the

and Large Variety of

Quality

HTLXICAST,

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed con
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

WHEN

YOU CAN CiET THE

(:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
KAUNE T& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rnn

CAIE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the E&panola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUA

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILLOS

103

Palace Ave.

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindlin.
I
CAPITAL COAL YARD.

SSlXiSSSf.
85
Telephone

Telephone 85

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
FOR GOVERNMENT

POSITIONS.

Free booklet telle about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil Service.
More than 40,000 vacancies
lifetime
every year,
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examinaN2W Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
452.

J.P. Steed & Son

LIVERY STABLE
Fife Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
A Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
,

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the

Brute.
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
Asserting that her husband told her
and stomach clean, pure and fresh he did not find her company as pleasCARPENTERS
first-claswith Casearets, or merely forcing a urable as that of other women after
RATES RIGHT.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
passageway through these alimen- she became an invalid, Mrs. Grace A.
I Will
tary or drainage organs every few Kiessig has filed suit for divorce m
appreciate your patronage and influence.
3ays with Salts, Cathartic pills, Cas- the district court of Denver, against
Yours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
Ion Gaspir Avenue
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
tor Oil or Purgative Waters.
Phone Main 139.
Charles Kiessig,
130 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
a salesman. She
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
Let charges cruelty. Jr.,She says her husStop having a bowel wash-daCasearets thoroughly cleanse and band told her
that, while her condi
regulate the stomach, remove the tion was unfortunate, she should bear All
Work Guaranteed
Phone. Red 115
undigested, sour and fermenting food it alone and not inflict it upon him,
WOODY'S HACK LINE.
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
FOR
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
and foul gases, take the excess bile and
also that he regarded their home
from the liver and carry out of the
AND
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
only as a boarding house.
Prom '
sfystem all the decomposed matter
we
to
will
For Best Laundry Work
DAY
Phone
AND
NIOHT
be
call
for
OPEN
us,
glad
in
and poisons
the intestines and
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Animals Dying on Range.
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesbowels,
La
Salle
Restaurant
Thousands
of
and
rabbits
Meets
quail
Both North South
A Cascaret tonight will make you
days and deliver on Thursdays aud
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
starved to death on the eastern
i'eel great by morning.
Fridays.
They work
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Bounds Trains.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
All work is guaranteed; your socks
while you sleep never gripe, sicken ranges of Colorado, along with the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
are mended and buttons sewed en
or cause any inconvenience, and cost thousands of cattle that have died
the north bound train and arrives at
only 10 cents a box from your drug- from inability to get feed or water on Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store. your shirts without extra charge.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop gist. Millions of men and women take the frozen ranges.
Antelope and Regular Meals 25 cents.
122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
PHONE
RED
Mirror Silve.ing,SATSFACTI()N
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Ten miles shorter than any other
a Cascaret now and then and never deer have not suffered. Deputy Game
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Etching on Glass GUARANTEED Phone Red No. 23.
Rudolph
Rofcberdt,
way. Good covered' hacks and good
coated Commissioner
Biliousness,
Short Orders at All Hours.
Phone, Red No. 2 have Headache,
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams,
and Brass
tcngue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or who is authority for the foregoing,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
has Just returned to Denver from a
furnished commerce! men to take In v
bowels.
Casearets
Constipated
belong
PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
Try a New Mexican want ad. I in every household.
Children just trip over the ranges. The commis- French Noodle Order 20c a diss.,
Try a New Mexican want ad. It th surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
305 San Francisco Street.
sioner has been feeding game and now
brings result!.
love to take them.
New York Chop Suey 60c. brings results.
Th

CHAS. CLOSSON

Imperial Laundry

SIGN
PAINTING

.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1912.
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This Reduction on all Gat Glass,
efore the Taking of Inventory,

China, Leat&e Goods

7 MISS THE OPPORTUNITY,

BBJBBBSSHSaEnSKSSSSEaBIESS
IT

MUST BELIEVE

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

The following are Uie tliae tables
of tie local rallrbdds:
"A. T. & . f. Ry
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect 'with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
P. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. n. to
onect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa k'e at
8:35 p. m.
Lave Santa Fe at 8:50 P. ai. to con
aect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
p. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now

leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20
as heretoiori. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r- - ni. instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. Q. Wy.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
New exco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
2 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. in. with connections
from No. 3 east.
to Rent?
Have you rurnithec-WoomA little campaign Want advertising
In the New Mexican will keep the Income from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
iapsine.
always looked up closely and It will
pay you well to uee them.
s

When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
You must
Fe the proof is positive.
believe it. Read this testimony. Evevery man,
ery backache sufferer,
woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. Bernards R. de Escudero, 106
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney Pills today as when I publicthem in January,
ly recommended
1907. For about a year I was bothered by a dull ache and weakness across
my loins and kidneys. I tired easily,
anu apy exertion brought on severe
pains in my back. Hearing Doan's
Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was
The results
induced to try them.
proved beyond a doubt that this remedy lives up to representations. The
cure it has brought has led me to
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.
Remember

n

Doan's

the name

HOT FLASHES,

one-tent-

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell it so P'ainly.

Foster-Milbur-

of imo per eeni lias
(between sheep and goats and no fur- - teed
tiler enmity or hard feeling exists be- - been destroyed by tin
tween the classes. They are assured
Reforestation.
Women in midjle a;;e often eompluia ef hot Hashes. They are at that stage
of permanent grazing,
Reforestation of narren and burned of life when their delicate or. ..;r.i:?5 : a tenia j helping-hanv.'iich only Dr.
j
'
Trails, Roads, Telephones.
oer areas lias already been la Ken up. Pierce's Favorite I'rescrif :!,)r. ccrs ;v Many women wafer needlessly I rem
Permanent work in he way o ij!ls:t
year about :w acres were sown girlhood to vvo!T,a.i!-oo- .
m.l t'ro::.
v.v.h backache, dizzito old
(trails, roads, telephone ilieS, bouses, L ,,.,,-- ,,
:nul jihnilt
v.lliu- nine
or
ness
A wot.iun often becomes slccf-lcsheadache.
"
.vrvo;s, "
will
be continued;.,, ,..." B
,
pasture fences, etc.
.,. irritable and
v .,.,.mvn
,h
tired from norr.in,; to n:'.::ii. When rains and aci.es rack ths
as
now
hinds
There
exists
permit.
The
Unas Nursery weie planted.
It Is Larger Than the Sov- or. the
your nciykhor
forest the following improve- v:ork will be taken up on a larger v.'oiua&ly syutcia a' (retnient intervals,
serihe
ments
State
constructed
by
forest
of.Rhode
ereign
scale during tin1 coming season.
vice: 2S miles of telephone
line,
MRS. '
21 S. !:..nt:;:.,n ft reef, Baltimore, Ml.,
Island
For the protection of the city of
'i;
myti "1
about 230 miles of trails: 7 houses
v W:i r :".!
wrote" you atiouc nin-- i.n.ni.iis
irrimy ir.n liunn. t liv?
Hondo
and
the
Fe
Santa
Arroyo
anil 4 small cabins
for the use of
line tahy idrl -- !.u: v.
i.hmi.
is.
w
;, !,,.. !'.;;
pi,
my thir !.:M
upon recommendation
il pasture gation project,
3 barns:
and the irw-- . Oi
USI.
forest, officers:
".., Hitr.-r.I
wai only fs.r
will
Service
SANTA
the
this
Forest
oi
otlioe,
PARK fences,
took svvuRit b.tll.t, of 'Kawrltff l'n v.rMic.n ' :n..l o.ie of Dr.
3
of
drift
miles
fence
hires
a
for
of
slock
the
grazing
i never ha.1 a will .uy Mm-- 1" ik your
i v. a
built for the benefit of stockmen; 3 prohibit
number of years on both the Santa Burttrfsod how
iil
i
ha.! a
h,m:ry, am!
counting corrals; 2 miles of irrigat- Fe Hiver and
Th-sick stuaiach.
nii ,vhi waa witli .e cM the mii'A. ii.e waa wihhI.t- The Timber On It Alone Is ing ditches; 6 tool boxes; a stock
Arroyo Hondo water'" wen--.o lr,ia ll troibis beferc
An effort will be made to take
sheds.
Bt n'oni- - so nicely ai'ver having
Valued at Almost Two
watering tank and oilier minor
to
njcnmmpnd it to atl e.' suHV-naticnts. Everybody is
up the reforestation of these areas bne
......
does
include
nati.rticlin.l llw ...
This
not
:ro ai.fl now
Millions.
ponntts
only wui;:ii'..(i
the coming season.
several hundred dollars
wourh !o.
have hail several iailies conic to me am! ask about Dr. Pim-u'spent each during
','Niil
Do
medicine.
I
am
out
to
They?
recommend
all
to
in
Why
wlio
willing
it
sutler and want hein
year
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salary provided by
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sor to Warden Romero.
continual shall be collected and paid into the b? crucified so as to enable them to
by its many publicists and
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resurrection. Kowiaski's faith, howThose who have followed, even su- Edgar
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opinion.
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Pope was chief justice, realize to far and wide the tidings that Santa te that any part of this section of the
by storm and were proceeding with
what depths his detractors have de- is the most
unless his immolation when the police ap
interesting city in the constitution is
scended in their lies when they charge
it is that last clause, that all fees
United States and has the finest
peared and put a stop to the sacrifice.
him with bring dilatory
and lazy.
in the world. earned by any officer shall be paid
climate
Those who have been around the disinto the county treasury. Such a con- MILLIONAIRE'S FAMILY ROUTED
tinguished jurist, know that he workstruction of that clause,
however,
Mexico
New
in
murders
OUT BY EARLY FIRE.
Only
ed twelve to fifteen hours a day for thus fareight
this year, indicates that the would lead to such absurd results and
many days at a stretch, that he has annual quota of one hundred will be such public inconvenience, that it is Paul A.
Sorg, Wife and Children and
been indefatigable in his duties; that reached before the
year Is ended. It inconceivable that the makers of the
Eight Servants Fled to
more opinions were handed down dur- is
could
intended.
constitution
so
have
true, that some of the persons killthe Streets.
ing those two years than during any ed can be spared but there are among
The requirement that the legisla- (B Specinl t.aaef! Wire to New Mexican
four-yea-r
period preceding, and that these eight more than one atrocious ture shall classify counties and fix
New York, Jan. 26. Fire this
KVEItY PAIR HAS THIS
Dur $4 Shoe Equals
ia addition, he presided over the busi- murder which the authorities should salaries, imposes a duty on the legis- morning routed the members ol the
3ther $5 Shoe Made Any
est judicial district in New Mexico. use every resource to punish ade lature, but there is no way of com- family of Paul A. Sorg, the millionaire
There is not a lazy bone or brea'th ouately. One great weakness in en- pelling a discharge of that duty. If tobacco man, from their apartment in
Griffith's
ia Judge Pope's body, and the record forcing law in New Mexico is the dep the legislature should be so unfaithful East 87th street, and caused much ex
WE WARRANT THEM
would prove it, even if those who uty sheriff system, which looks upon to the trust given it, as to neglect the citement in the millionaire colony in
have watched hini work himself to deputy sheriffships as political jobs performance of the duty, there would the neighborhood. Mrs. Sorg and her
a frazzle, had not often warned him created to protect party friends from be no remedy except by an appeal to husband awakened other members of
to cease his tireless endeavor to go the law, rather than to give aid in the people at the next legislative the family and with their eight serv
"Ruggles says dat he had de most
In the absence of any ac ants, fled to the streets. The fire was miserable ride yesterday dat. he 'ever
election.
into the details of every case present- the hunting to earth of criminals.
tion by the legislature, the existing confined to the
ed to him, and to clear dockets withsuite, which was bad- had in his life."
It is inspiring to see the unanimity statutes with regard to the compensa- ly damaged.
out any regard to the fact that prece"'Cause he was afraid he'd be
of
conFe
tion
county officers, must be
dents showed that it is not customary and enthusiasm with which Santa
caught?"
for any supreme court to dispose of businessmen are taking hold of the sidered, under Section 4 of Article EARTHQUAKE IN GREECE
"Nope; he was on a work train."
Until the XXII, as remaining in force until the
every case in double quick time. tourist hotel proposition.
DESTROYED VILLAGES.
the
Whatever Judge Pope's shortcomings, $200,000 hotel is ready for occupancy, legislature shall act. WThether
GETTING DESPERATE
laziness and procrastination are not however, the Chamber of Commerce legislature when it does act, may Shocks Continued and Eight Persons
pulled off
must devote itself to the less spectac- make the law as to salaries so far
Are Reported to Have Been
among them.
retroactive as to apply to the comular task of seeing to it that the
Killed Thus Far.
State Convention on March pensation of all of the new county of- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlee.nl
It is a happy thought. to hold the
of
ficers
the
from
time
their
qualifiAthens, Greece, Jan. 26. The earth-quakfirst Republican state convention at 8. and the Legislature that follows
'hich occurred yesterday in
Santa Fe only three days before the within three days, are comfortably cation, need not now be considered.
If the legislature should so provide, the Ionian Islands was more disasLegislature meets to elect two Unit-te- housed and fed.
it would undoubtedly require an ac- trous than at first reported. In
States Senators. With 305 delecounting from all officers who may
several
villages were deSenator Norris Brown, in an ad- have received
gates from every portion of the new
any fees, of the money stroyed and eight persons were killof
it
cause
not
suould
difficult
be
tor
the
the
dress
last evening, put
state,
collected, but it is much .more prob- ed. A number of further shocks have
Legislators to discover what the sen- the protective tariff very succinctly, able that the legislation will be en- been
felt today.
timent throughout the territory is at admitting that it has raised prices tirely prospective, and the salaries
the time as to the Senatorships and here and there, which it has not, when fixed will begin when the law goes inBELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES
also as to important legislative meas- he said: "The Payne law has closed to effect. Under Section 23 of Article
ures that should be and will be pro- no factory; it has reduced the wage IV, laws are to go into effect ninety
If you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
of no man; it has denied labor not a days after the adjournment of the
posed.
IB! M
single opportunity; under it the far- legislature enacting them, with certhem. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for
As its first lesson that disloyalty mer has prospered. It has in no way tain exceptions which do not seem to
to the Republican party for local rea- impaired the general prosperity of the include such matters as the classifiwhen you eat
cation of counties and the fixing of
sons, can bring nothing but loss of people."
salaries of county officers. Still, it
prestige, Bernalillo county will for
Mr. Hagerman "breathes a higher, iitight reasonably be held that
the first time in many year3, have
the
Grape-Nut- s
fewer delegates and votes In a Re- purer, and holier atmosphere than vording of Section 1 of Article X, alpublican state convention, than San any of them (Republicans) can live ready referred to, creates another exKid Officer, you'd betteT lock ma
Trial is proof
Miguel, Socorro or Rio Arriba coun- in." That is the way that the Lake- - ception to the general rule as to
.
; v.
op.
ties, and Sandoval county will be far wood Progress diagnoses it. That is wton towe shall go into effect.
Officer
You will see that a large part of
in the rear as far as votes and in- slightly different from other judgKid Alaa, she's refused me an' Tm
fluence are. concerned in Republican ments but the Republican .party might what I have said is of an uncertain
akeered I'll do somethin' desperate!
as well let it go at that. If Hager- and speculatively
state conventions "this year.
prophetic nature,
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How About That Fire Insurance? j
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:

Then Act!

Think About It!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

'

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

-

HOTELS

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

--

Short Orders run Day

Night.

25c

Regular

"x

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
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GRIFFITH

Dress Shoes

-
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HOE SAL

Biggest slaughter sale ever

in this city

BOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES

e

For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

d

At Cost All i Standard Lines

! Don't Tire

Easily

SPOT CASH ONLY.

B.
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"There's a Reason"

,

TONNI ES

204 West Palace Avenue.
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Boulware accompanied him as far as VOTE ON CHANGE OF
RATES THIS AFTERNOON.
Smithville. Texas, where she and the
PERSONAL MENTION
children visited until his return. Silver City Independent.
Spirited Fight in Convention of Modern Woodmen in Session at
II. Williams, chairman of the
Hugh
Work on, work on,
the
left
commission,
corporation
Chicago.
Work wears the world away;
city last night for his home in Dem-- i (Fly PpecH! T.'tikwI Win- to N.w Mixtrnn)
Hope when tomorrow comes
to
Hi., Jan. 2C
Chicago,
in
to
the
will
return
He
capital
ing.
But work today.
'the convent. on of the Modern Wooda few days.
men of America were expected to vote
Superintendent .1. A. Wood is con-Work on, work on,
a result of the in- - today on the question of raising
as
bed
his
to
fined
Work brings its own relief.
rates for the order.
jt.ries received in a runaway accident ante
He who most idle is
Those
at-- !
A.
opposed to an upward revi- is
Massie
Dr.
J.
last
Sunday.
Has most of grief.
sion of the rates have thus far not
tt nding him.
Tronnuill.
f
L. Helfrich, of Albuquerque, auditor been heard , but they were promised
. they would be allowed to state their
for
the Wells-Frgo Express
Judge E. C.Abbott returned from
in the city on one of his side of the case before a vote is tak- is
a visit to Dsnver yesterday.
at en.
General Charles F. Kasley has re- periodical visits. He is stopping
The case of the opposition was to
turned from a business trip to Kstau-cia- . the Montezuma.
Duncan McGillivray, a prominent have been presented yesterday, but
raiser of Gallup, and a member tl.is was prevented when an extra alO. N. Marron, state treasurer, left sheep
lotment of time wag granted George
of the lower House of the State
for
in
his
home
yesterday
Albuquerfrom McKinley county, is a D. Lldridge and James F. Egan, who
que.
visitor in the Capital.
spoke in favor of the increase.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
attorElfego Baca, the well knoi-.'Insurgents Demand Roll Call.
and daughter, Jane, of Las Vegas,
ney and editor of Alliuquer .t' nut! :
Chicago, Jan. 2fi. .1. L. Sandeen, of
have gone to Denver. '
candidate for the T'nited States Sen Minneapolis, a leader of the insurg0. A. Burtner and R. J. Barnwell,
left Santa Fe last nig'it for risj ent." faction denounced the plan to
ate,
businessmen
of Albuquerque,
are home at Albuquerque.
insurance rates of the orj increase
guests at the Montezuma.
Miss Rose Mary Fallen, accoinpan-- l der. It is expected that a vote on the
Mrs. X. M. Thornton, left the eity ied
by her governess, left Tuesday question of rate revision will be tak- yesterday for a two weeks' visit with for Jjns Angeles, Cal., where she will en by the convention late today. The
Mrs. Williams in Tesuque.
visit for several months as the guest insurgents have demanded a roll call
Mrs. Carl Bishop will leave Santa of her
Roswell News, iu their proposition.
grandmother.
Fe Sunday morning for an extended
H. W. Clark, secretory of ilifi Uvpub-- !
visit in Log Angeles, California.
lican State Central Committee, left CYCLONE
JOHNNY THOMPSON
Carl W. Culpepper representing a
the city last night for his hone in
OUTPO INTED BY AUSTRALIAN.
printing house at Dallas, Texas, was Las Vegas. Mr. Clark attended the
used TTire to New Mexican)
a visitor in Santa Fe yesterday.
of the committee yesterday.
2H. "Cv- Sydney, Australia. Jan.
John F. Armstrong, of Albuquer- meeting
Dr. W. S. Stretcher, of Raton, nem- clone" Joh nny Thompson, the Amcr!- que, of the United States Indian Servber of the Republican State Central can middle weight pugilist, was easily
ice, is a guest at the Montezuma.
it pointed today by Dave Smith, the
Committee from Colfox coorty, ief;
S.
of
James
El Paso, Tex.j 'the
Harrison
the
Australian
last
alter
night
city
attending
middleweight pugilist and
was in the Capital yesterday on behalf of a St. Louis stationery house. meeting of the commiuee at the Cap- former ch impion, in a twenty round
contest at the stadium here.
itol yesterday.
Chanes A. Spiess of Las Vegas, and
State Senator E. C. Crampton of
Bird Coler of New York City, went to
Raton, member of the Republican
TRUSTS MAKE LAST STAND.
Raton Wednesday evening on busiState Central Committee from Colfax
ness.
county, departed for his home last
(Continued From Page Onft)
Judge H. L. Waldo, attorney for the night. He attended the meeting of
Santa Fe, who has been in Las Vegas the committee
yesterday.
industry."
several weeks, has gone home to KanJ. W. Ridge, the New York city "vicarious victim of abuses in one
sas City.
sales manager for a large typewriter
No Uniformity in Prices.
C. J. Linwood, secretary of the CatHe
firm, is in the city on business.
111., Jan. 26.
In' an effort
Chicago,
tle Sanitary Board, who lives in Raton, is accompanied by O. a. Burtner, the to refute the
government's charge of
arrived in the city last night and is state sales agent for New Mexico,
unvarying uniformity in the system
stopping at the Palace.
whose headquarters are in Albuquer- of figuring margins and the test cost.
G. M. Laird, special agent for the
que.
Attorney Payne read entries from the
general land office, returned from an
M. S. Groves, of the corporation
books of the National Pocking Comofficial trip to the southeastern part commission, whose home is in Arte-siout
pany. The figures he pointed
of the state last evening.
arrived in the capital yesterday showed a wide variance in margins on
W. A. Cameron, of El Paso, travel- to attend
the meeting of the State simultaneous shipments to the same
ing freight agent of the A., T. & S. F. Republican
of
Central
Committee
from different plants.
railroad, arrived in the city last eve- which he is a member. He held the market
The Pipe Line Trust.
ning and registered at the Montezu- proxy of Frank Newkirk.
New York, Jan. 26. Details of the
ma.
Traveling Auditor C. V.
process of handling oil were given toW. R. Smythe, state good roads encashier of the Bank of Com- day by F. B. Eaton, accountant of the
gineer, left last night for the convict merce at Albuquerque, left the city
Producers and Refiners Oil Company,
road building camp near Chapelle, and last
evening for his home, after at- which operates a pipe line through
will be gone until Saturday Las Vetending the meeting of the Republican West Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvagas Optic.
State Central Committee yesterday. nia when he resumed the
beRobert H. Boulware has returned He held the proxy of V. S. Strickler. fore Interstate Commerce stand
Commisfrom a visit to Florida. That part of
William
Las
of
Governor
J. Mills,
Franklin K. Lane, in an inquiry
the country did not escape the severe Vegas, left the city for his home last sioner
to
to what degree pipe lines
determine
cold weather and suffered severe loss- night. Governor Mills was here to
es in the orchards and gardens. Mrs. attend the meeting of the Republican should be controlled by rules for common carriers.
State Central Committee and held th
"We have to have a constant, steady
proxy of Charles A. Spiess of the Exedaily supply of oil," said the witness,
Massaging) cutive
Committee, who was unable to "no matter what the
price, in order
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
attend.
to keep our expenses from being a
Attorney A. H. Hudspeth of White
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness Oaks, Lincoln county, member of dead loss."
Other big sources of losses, occord-incured.
Pimples, blackheads, the constitutional convention, recentpositively
t.o Mr. Eaton, are the rapid decay
facial lines, absolutely removed. All ly appointed a regent of the New
kinds of hair work done.
Mexico College of Agriculture
and of pipes and the short life of oil
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
Mecnamc Arts at Las Cruces, is a fields.
343 San Francisco St. visitor in the
Phone 5075
capital and is a guest
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
at the Montezuma.
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
MINERS WANT INCREASE;
H.
KAUNE
GO. j OPERATORS OFFER DECREASE. case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
in
Coal Fields
Wage Question Arises
of Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
for
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Business

Does a General Banking

j

Your Patronage Solicited
X. 6. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

Asst. Cashier

1903.

Incorporated

If you will look in

at

OUR SPECIAL SALES

COUNTER this week, you will acknowledge as

much. Our profits are sacrificed to make room

for SPRING GOODS that will soon begin to
arrive. We are making a clean up now on

many short lengths of

Com-uanv-

a

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

1855

1

Money Given Away!

Remnants.

to

PERCALES,

2

SCRIMS,

New Clean Goods.

POPLINS,

You will be

PLAIDS,

I

4

Ladies
Misses' and
J

Children
Suits and Coats.

Tailor-Mad- e

SWEATERS
SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY
Phone 36

P. O. Box, 219.

.

Saf-for-

5!

D

ALL-OVER-

Now is Hie

the time to plan

your Spring Sewing. Many

MEDALLIONS,

new

suggestions here.

TRIMMINGS,
"C-B- "
A LA SPIRITE CORSETS are giving such
unbounded satisfaction, we have decided to close out at once all
odds and ends of the Jacksons. Prices speak for themselves :

AS OUR

Corsets that we sold for
"
Corsets
"
Corsets
A

now going at $ .80

S

"
"

1.75

2.00

1.00
1.25

want

at 15 cents. If you
few WAISTS to sell to-dany of these yon have got to hurry.
ay

k

W. N. TOWNSEND
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.

CO.

The PRICE MAKER of the City

HOMES FOR SALE
We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City

Manicuring,

FURNISHED HOUSES

delighted

with the pricg.

j

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Servic-abl- e

lengths.

i

jj

and

Practical

CALICO,

BanOuilding, Santa

Fe,

N. M.

g

FOR RENT
o.c. watson &ca
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS, REAL ESTATE.

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

119 San Francisco St

Phone, Red 189.

8

S.

showing of Embroideries for Spring

ADVANCE

Batiste and LSwiss Flouncings,
All

Bandings.
Toile-du-Nor-

Buckwheat Cakes and
Maple Syrup

fresh, new goods.

The January Breakfast Menu
is hardly complete without
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
We have the Genuine New
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
Flour in bulk. If you prefer

Amoskeag and Zephyr Ginghams

d,

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

CASH STORE,

the

JULIUS H. GERDES

Self-Risin-

we

g,

recom-

mend

San Francisco St.

Aunt Jemima's
In

THE GIFT STORE
. H. C. YONTZ, "SST

"
i
jS

MONARCH

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

I

I

a
o
-

U-

i

t

55

BRAND

SANTA CRUZ (HONEY,

H.

er Strained.

S. KAUNE

5

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Ohio, and Western Pennsylvania met in joint conference today
behind closed doors to discuss a
wage scale to go into effect on April
1, 1912, when the present contract expires.
The miners' demands calls for a
two years contract with increases in
wages of ten cents a ton on a mine
run basis, a twenty lier cent increase
for day labor about the mines and a
seven hour day.
That conditions in the coal industry demand a reduction in the wages
of the miners was the opinion expressed by several operators today. While
the exact stand of the mine owners
is not known, it. is said the operators
will demand a reduction of ten cents
a ton on a mine run basis, and a
twenty per cent reduction in the. wages paid to day laborers about the
mine.
diana,

COMMITTEE HAD
NO KNOWLEDGE OF PLOT.

Attempt to Blow Up Hall of Records
at Los Angeles is Being
Probed.
(Br Special Leased Wire o New Mencan )
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 26. E. A.
Wisner and E. J. Hendricks, members
of the local strike committee, took
the witness stand today in triatrial
of Bert T. Connors and denied that
they had any knowledge of the conspiracy to blow up the county Hall of
The statement that they
Records.
knew of the alleged conspiracy was
made in court by J. Mansell Parks,
county detective.

LADIES' CHILDREN'S AND MEN'S COTTON,
BEST QUALITY.
New Arrival of

Ladies' and Gent's Silk Hose,
ALL COLORS.

ELK'S THEATRE
Monday, January 29

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

S

pay

White

THE

Enamel

Bed

Room

Furniture

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You

MISSOURI

will like it.

GIRL

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE SWELLEST

A Tale

of Joy, Sorrow and Amusement
of Simple Country Folks
1

HANDSOMELY

STAGED!

CLEVERLY

A

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

.

PORTRAYED!

Score of Original Musica
Features and Bright
Specialties !
Come and Laugh with

'ZEKE" and "DAISY"
Prices...50c, 75c.

&

J

j

$1.00

Seats on Sale at Fischer's Kruar Store on
Saturday, Jan unry 27th.

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
THE
Our display rooms are open
and
are
where
it. It saves
your light
it
for,

ANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET
FlVMrlVlviWMrWA

GO.

FRED RAYMOND'S

for your
SAVES
EYES.
bill
on
you
using
by having right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamos are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give th maximum liqrht, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

GOODS

Everlasting Domestic Comedy Success

STRIKE

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
S

i!

"

Packed at Burlington, Vermont.
Also have
" CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP."

In Comb

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Packages.

Pure Maple Syrup

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

inn niiLiuAY acAsurN
Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as tow as tne lowest.

Two-Poun-

leased

Wire to New Mexican)
'By
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 2G. Bituminous coal miners and operators of InSpeeiiO

HOSIERY;

415

Palace Avenue.
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6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

I,ra 1 .p m
. & s
E.
W. Ry. train both Xorth and South.
Stage for Van Houren, N. M.. meets trains at Preston, T. M.

tDaily except Sunday.
Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $;i.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. ni., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
L. C. WHITE
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. G. M.,

G. P.

l

IV

W

W
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11 M
HS
POWDER
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V
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25
Ounces

Comnlies with the National and State Pure Food I,aws. Send for the K C
tr
Cook's Book. You can have n coiv FkEK. Tile K C Cook's Hook,
90 tested,
sent f ree upcu receipt of the colored
can. Send it today.
certificate packed in the

Agent

Jaaues Mfg. Co., Chicago
J! AW

can led to the belief that W. H. Andrews would most certainly be one of
these. Silver City Independent.

Named Court Interpreters.
Dave Calderon and M. G. Paredes
have been appointed official district
court interpreters. Thet appointmen
was made by Judge John T. McClure.
Roswell News.

Springs and Pueblo

m

Governor McDonald his set the date
for the meeting of the first legislature
of the state of Xew Mexico for March
11.
The first matter to come before
the law makers will be the election of
two United States
Senators.
The
fact that the legislature is Republi

For the Enemies He Has Made.
The Republicans of this section who
desire to offset the scurrilous attacks
being made on Judge W. H. Pope
ought to Inform President Taft and
the Senate Judiciary Committee as to
the character of the opposition. Judge
Pope is to be commended as strongly
almost for the gang fighting him as
for his sterling qualities and eminent
fitness for the position he seeks.
Advocate.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
OF THE STATE OF

before
tion.

Sized

SHORTEST LINE TO

Up.

Ar-tes-

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
OR

UNION

DEPOT

the meeting

of

said conven-

NEW MEXICO.

All county
conventions must be
i'pid not lntpr than tho ith Hnv of
Pursuant to the requirements of jiarc.h
igjo.
the call made by the Republican Xa- VEXCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
tional Committee on December
12. '
1!'n, for a Republican National Con- HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.
vention, to be held in the City of
in the State of Illinois, at twelve
LETTER LIST.
o'clock noon on Tuesday,
June 18,
List of letters remaining uncalled
1P12. for the purpose of nominating
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
candidates for President and
1912
M., for week ending Jan. 20,
to he voted for at the Pres- If not called for
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
within two weeks
idential election on Tuesday, Novemwill be sent to the dead tetter
ber 5, 1912, and fcr the transaction of they
The West Point of the Southwest"
office at Washington.
DeRanked by United States War
such other business as may properly
Brown, Mrs. W. R.
come before it, the Republican CenInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tral Committee of the State of New j Bustos, Rosnaldo
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
Feresques, Ines
Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on
Department.
Hamilton, Mary A.
25th
of
heretris
day
January, 1912.
Through Academic course, preparHernandes, Eubijen
by calls for the holding of a convening young men for college or business
Isidoro, Herrera
tion of the Republican party of the
life. Great amount of open air work.
Johnston, E. E.
State of New Mexico to be held in
Healthiest location of any Military
Jimenes, Patricio.
the
of
Santa
of
Fe.
New
State
City
School in the Union. Located in the
Lautz, Isaac M.
two
Mexico,
o'clock
on
at
Friday, the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
E. E.
Lawson,
Sth
ST5
A.
D., 1912, for the
day of March,
of the West at an elevation of 3Vo()
Lobato, Tomasita R,
of
purpose
selecting
eight
delegates
above
sea level, sunshine every
feet
Lopes, Lola B. de
and eight alternates to represent the
day, but little rain or snow during the
Miller, Minnie
of
of
New
the
State
Republican
parly
season.
Mourer, Frank
Mexico in the said national convenFourteen Officers and Instructors,
Pride, Myrtle
tion called to be held at Chicago on
all graduates from standard eastern
Prada, Canuto
the ISth day of June, 1912.
'
Ten buildings,
colleges.
Pacheco, Francisco
throughly
Committees
The
Central
Republican
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Quintana, Mary
oi the various counties of the Statj
in ail respects.
Quintana, Rebecca
I
are by this committee requested and
Richie, Chas.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
directed to issue a call for the holdRile, Chas.
W. G. HAMILTON'. Vice Pres.
ing of a county convention of the
Rocketer, Clarence
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Republican party in the respective
Roybal, Xoberta.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
counties upon such notice and date as
Roybal, Martin
and W. A. FINLEY.
they may deem expedient, for the
Rivera, Ramoncita
For particulars and illustrated capurpose of electing delegates to the
Ribera, Josefita
talogues address:
said State convention to be held on
Romero, Felis
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
the Sth day of March, 1912, as aforeRomero, Apolonio
said, at which the basis of represen
Superintendent
Rrodiger, Quica
tation shall be one delegate for each
Sena, Josie C.
one hundred votes, or a fraction thereSena, Felecita
of of fifty or more, cast for the RepubSantos, Rosas
for
lican
of
the
candidate
governor
DeCLOVV,
Sanchez, Rebecca (2)
electhe
Mexico
of
at
State
New
late
Sanches, Narciso
Horse
Remov- tion held on the 7th day of November,
Sanborn, H. G.
His
New Mexico.
1911, and one delegate at large from
Schaut, Fred
each
which
in
addition,
county
upon
I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai basis the representation at the State Trujillo, Meliton
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am convention of the Republican party Varela, Francis
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15 of the State of New Mexico, to be In calling for these letters please
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with held on March Sth, 1912. from the state whether "advertised" or not.
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood several counties of the State, shall
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls be as follows:
Chi-cr.g-

New Mexico Military

Institute

t,

j

!

"Urn

W. L.

America's Largest
and Jack Importer,
Business to
ing

and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOVV,

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I
have recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-Idla, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

s,

Delegates

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley

ff

:,KEW

CO.

Local Agents fcr

I

1

MtXlUAtf POINTING

SlebeWcrmcke

f

"Elastic" Bookcase

eni

D8sk

scsbinei

A

&

Desk Unit with few or
many Boo.; Units ai desired.

I

desk and bookcase ever mide.
tive. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. Calif write ot phone
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X

Otero
Quay
Eio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos

N. V.
S:i:iiin;ih St..
I way troahleii wirh Alh-m"Uenth'ini'n
:iiil Unmrhitis for so ntoi:i years.
After trying maiiy
Alterative was
to me liy our
parish priest. I am r.ow feelii:; !i:;o. 1
praise it cnii.rli."
Simu-.ANNA MAK Mi KNTKK.

IT-I- S

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
2G.
Jan.
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
Achievements of President Taft's administration were defended here last by Zook's
Pharmacy anta Fe.
nifrht by Senator Norris Brown of Nebraska, at the annual banquet of the
The President Taft," said the Senator in
Republican Editors of Indiana.
"there would not be
speech was regarded as a keynote of conclusion,
the administration efforts in launch enough Democratic votes in the electoral college to make a quorum." He
Being a country wide campaign.
sides the editors Republican party said that if there is any credit to be
leaders from all over the state at- claimed or any blame to be imposed
for what has been done so far during
tended the banquet.
Senator Brown reviewed at consid- Taft's administration, it belongs to the
erable length what had been accomp- Republican party as well as to the
lished, by President Taft and the Re President.
"We cannot condemn one without
publican party and laid the greatest
imPeacllinS
the other. AVe cannot
stress on the
tariff
praise one without commending Dotn,
law, railroad regulation,
he declared.
inof United States Senators,
Senator Brown paid tributes to
come tax amendment, enforcement of
law and other meas-- i former Republican presidents, includthe
Colonel Roosevelt and referring to
tires and the peace treaties. In dis-- ; ing
Theodore
cussine the P'ne tariff bill Senator; a third term he said that Amor-caRoosevelt, never lied to the
Brown said:
wnnt nnrt
ho siiiH ho HiH not
mt my tie law lias uiuseu iiu inc- - want to be President again he meant
tory; it has reduced the wage of no what he said.
opportunity; tinder it the farmer ha.5
"Every man who doubts that stateir.an; it has denied labor not a single ment now impeaches his integrity. I
in
no
has
It
way
impaired
rospered.
heve honored and trusted him too
the general prosperity of the people. IMQTlv Vflorc tn incitlf him nnn- - nrHli
can
be improved. It;,.
And yet the law
fhaf ho
tM
should be improved a schedule at a!an(J meang anoth
the
concludd
time ana tms win ne Gone n me pres- Nbraskan.
ident and the Republican party have
tho'r way. Today Congress has before it a message from the President
demanding reduction of duties in one
schedule based on the facts as shown
Palace.
by the experts of the tariff board.
H. E. Ferguson, Denver.
"The tariff law contained two other
Thomas S. Heath, Denver.
propositions other than tariff duties
Fred Simpson, Denver.
which go far to give the measure a
W. A. McGrew, Denver.
f.ood name. It contained a provision
C. W. Culpepper, Dallas.
to tax corporations, thereby compellJames S. Harrison, St. Louis.
ing those men who prefer to enjoy
M. S. Groves, Carlsbad.
the profits and immunities of doing
H. D. Bowman, Jas Cruces.
business with the public as incorpora-torE. R. Wright, City.
rather than as individuals, to
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas.
contribute to the support of the fedN. F. Gallegos, Clayton.
That provision
eral government.
C. F. Lin wood, Raton.
a'.one has brought to the national
Joe Doherty, Folsom.
more
treasury, in round numbers
than $25,000,000 a year since it beMontezuma.
came effective.'
J. W. Ridge, Louisville.
Senator Brown said it was "left to
O. A. Burtner, Albuquerque.
the Taft administration to complete
R. J. Barnwell, Albuquerque.
Interstate
of
the
the job
clothing
J. G. Malone, St. Louis.
with
Commerce Commission
power
L. A. Bland, Kansas City, Mo.
actually to prevent an increase in
W. J. DeLashmitt, Velarde.
rates until after investigation by the
J. T. Smith, Denver.
commission, and by declaring any
John F. Armstrong, Albuquerque.
first
unlawful
unless
in
rates
change
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
He
commission."
to
the
consented
by
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
said he well remembered the debate
N. W. Gallcgcs, Tucumcari.
in the Senate on that feature of the
J. T. Noe, St. Louis.
law and while the debate was proceedC. D. Kelley, Washington, D. C.
were
also
railroads
proceed
"the
ing
L. Helfrieh, Albuquerque.
to
rates."
increase freight
ing
Coronado.
"It Is good to know," said Senator .1. L. Craco Denver.
Brown, "that while Congress talked
Jack Helmar, Denver.
the President of the United States was
J. C. Buttoner, Denver.
on guard for the people and the day
Charles Frank, Denver.
before the increase would become efT. H. Olin, Magdalena.
invoked
the
fective President Taft
name
power of the court and in the
Fair
Continues
Weather
Fair
of the United States stopped by in
junction every increase proposed by weather is predicted for tomorrow.
the railroads. Again it was the exec Yesterday was another ideal day and
utive arm of the government and not so is today. The maximum tempera- yesterday was 52 degrees in the
Congress which saved a helpless
Uc from a great wrong.
It is not shade and S5 degrees in the sun. The
possible that Republicans will hesitate minimum was 31 degrees.
to approve public service of that
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GRIP IS DREADED.
Because It Lowers Vitality What to

17
4

14

Do.

It is not the disease itself, but the
dangerous complications that follow
it that people fear with such good rea
son: the lingering coughs, the terrible weakness, and the liau.lity of being attacked by plurisy, pneumonia
or some other serious ill.
We say it is highly important to
free the system of every trace of
grip and nothing is so good for this
as Viuol, our delicious 'cod liver and
creates
iron
which
preparation
strength and builds up the body.

5

12
11
8

4
6

15
6

9
20
.'

4
6
5

30
18
6
22
14
10
14
19

Mrs. C. L. Edwards, Long Branch,
N. J., says:
"Last February I had a
very bad attack of grip and it left me

"uisirj
PAUL A. F, WAL i
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Attorney-ai-L-

Santa

iu,
HOLT

&

iBtotpnf

.

New Mexiud

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-.-t-La- .

tractlce in rje Distri
Court hit
wen as before the oupreme Court w
me terriio..
wm Cruces,
New Mextcu,
E. C. ABBOTT
Aitorni-y-at-La-

the

in

ana

District

su-

preme courts.
Prompt and careiiu
attention given to all business.
Santa re.
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor a. Law
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special uttciitlun to cuaet
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Off cs: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M.

h

n

Hotel Arrivals.

pub-ltur- e

chiracter."
Senator Brown declared that for
more than a half a century the peo
ple have been demanding the right
to elect by direct vote United States
Senators, and that while the proposition never found a place in the national platform of the Republican
party, it was advocated by President
Taft in his acceptance message.
Referring to the income tax amendment now pending before the states,
Senator BTOwn said that the resolution providing for this amendment
was resting peacefully in committee
until President Taft, by special message, admonished Congress that such
an amendment was right and should
be parsed and submitted to the
states.
As to the enforcement of the Shert
man
act, Senator Brown

BALD

C. W. O. WAF.D

Territorial District Attorn
For"

E

WANTED

Baldness is too Generally Considered
a Sign of Advanced Age.
A
person does not have
an equal chance with one blessed
with a healthy head of hair, because
baldness is too generally accepted as
an Indication of age. Many large
corporations have established an age
limit, and refuse to take men over
35 years of age as new employes.
Probably 65 per cent of
people may regain a good head of
healthy hair if they will follow our
advice and accept our offer. We have
a remedy that we positively guarantee to grow hair on any head, unless
the roots of the hair are entirely
dead, their follicles closed, and the
scalp has become glazed and shiny.
We want people to try this remedy at
our Tisk, with the distinct understanding that unless it does exactly
what we claim it will, and gives satisfaction in every respect, we shall
make no charge for the remedy used
during the trial.
We know exactly what we are talk- ing about, and with this offer back of
our statements no one should scoff,
doubt our word, or hesitate to put our
remedy to an actual test.
We want every one in Santa Fe
who is suffering from any scalp or
hair trouble, dandruff, falling hair, or
baldness to try out Rexall "93" Hair
Tonic. We want them to use it regularly say until three bottles have
been used and if it does not eradi
cate dandruff, cleanse and refresh the
scalp, tighten the hair in its roots,
and grow new hair, we will return every cent paid us for the remedy for
the mere asking. There is no formal
ity expected, and we exact no obliga
tion from the user whatever.
Wre are established right here in
Santa Fe, and make this offer with
a full understanding that our business
success entirely depends upon the sort
of treatment we accord our custom
ers, and we would not dare make the
above offer unless we were positively
certain that we could substantiate it
in every particular. Remember, you
can obtain Rexall Remedies in this
community only at our store The
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug Co.,
232 San Francisco St
bald-heade- d

anti-trus-

"Fcr twenty years every attempt
on the part of law officers of the government has been met by the lawless
with stubborn and arrogant resistance. It has taken the courts many
years to hear and determine the
various questions so presented; but
the day of interpretation, though a
long one, is about over. Ever since
the decree in the Northern Security
case was written, the march of prosecution has been steady and uninterrupted. The decrees in the Standard
however
Tobacco
Oil and
cases,
much ycu may criticise the phraseology of the opinions of the court, resulted in taking the life of those
in restraint of trade. The
scene today in Chicago where the
great captains of the beef combinations are facing a trial jury in a fight
for their liberty, is a demonstration
of the good faith and the determination of this administration to enforce
The attorney general
the law.
echoed the voice of the nation when
he said 'Guilt is Personal.' He said
that during McKinley's administration
three prosecutions were brought for
law;
the enforcement of the anti-truforty-fou- r
prosecutions during the
seven and a half years of Roosevelt's
administration and that during two
years and nine months of Taft's ad-

IEHDSJT

y

San Miguel and Mora Counties
I .as
New Msxlca.
Vegas,
HARRY

MOULTON

D.

AttnrnAV-at-La-

Santa ye, N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specially
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tb courts una befors
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eitarr
cia, N. M.
McKEAN

& CHEETHAM,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in ail the Courts and
the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,
H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney

and

CounseUor-at-La-

Practicing before all the courts jo
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
,-

JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Practices before all the courts of

...

the State.
Office with B. M. Read,

E3q.

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.

Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Lai rts, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned Tor Investors
We have for sale general stocks ol
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunittas

throughout

Taoti

uunty.

Bank References

Taos,
.

DR.

Furnished.
New Mexico.

J. M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237B
OFFICE HOURS.

1

;

to

3 P. M

bald-heade- d

said.

n

ju

at Law.

and r.r.unselor

Attorney

III.

AthMrtvit)

with a terrible cough. For fully six
weeks I coughed a great deal, and
nothing had any effect on it, until I
Cnion
Vinol which soon gave me retried
Valencia
lief and ha- - since brought about a
complete cure."
305
Can anything he more convincing
All notice of contest shall be sub
prosecutions
mitted in writing setting forth the that Vinol is just what you need to ministration, thirty-seveuiJ nu
uianc
oi.iuu6, had been brought.
giound of contest, wnicn must De uu"u
"If the press ot the TJnjted States
filed with the Secretary of the State We guarantee it most positively. The
would tell the whole truth about
Central Committee at least two days Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N, M.

Torrance
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GRIP

19
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PIO fRAIM D Er

MEXICAN BUILDING

rnivd."
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Anti-Tru-

Politics and Politicians

USE THE

NEW

P. DAVIES,
and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa B'e, New Mexico.
Assistant Disrrict Attorney, First
Judicial District.
EDWARD

Attorney

i

WEST

Denver, Colorado

ATTORPaEYS AT LAwT
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With K C Baking Powder any
housewife can easily make bis- caits, cakes and pastries that sur- pass the product of the world's
greatest chefs. A trial will prove
that to your entire satisfaction.
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3
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2
2
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Belfour Own ChefX
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect !ee,

Head Down)

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1912.

PRESIDENT

Company.

Railway

SAXTA PE XEW 3IZXICAX, SANTA FE, X. X.

I

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washingto
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office iours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
2 tt i p. in. EveniJigs.
Phone Black 47.
comNew
Mexican
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justice of the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
3ccd record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of Justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the Irst page. The pages
Combined Civil and CriitiiirH .. 4.0C
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3? pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in on?
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pagn
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
for a single
For 45 cents
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be seat
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
English or Spanish
plainly whether
printed heading Is wate&-12-7-

1

t'aonal

Uet Him Know It If you are eut ot
a position, you must let the employer
know It. ; A want advertisement In the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a buahei.

iz SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1912.

The Missouri Girl.
"The Missouri Girl," a comedy Tiat
r
has stood the test of eleven years
the public and never yet failed to
please, will be the offering at the Elks
Theatre .tlonday, Jan. 29.
This production is being advertised
as the "greatest fun event of the
season" and amusement lovers who
remember the show in previous ears
say the phrase is aptly selec ec!. From
first to last the play is an ava'anche
of laughter. 'Zeke Dobson,' the gawky country lad, the chief fun mak?r
is pronounced' by critics "The great
be-fo-

est comedy character in ihe history
of the stage." The character is a natural one, just s.ieh a boy as everyone
has met, and still the situations are
so funny, and his actions so ludicrous
that it keeps the audience screaming
with laughter. In the second act the
country birthday party gives an opportunity for some excellent vaudeville numbers, and here agaiu 'ZeUe
Dobson' makes a hit in a country
dance, styled the
Jane.',
which is said to faithfully reflect rhe
s
dancing that is best liked by the
of southwestern Missouri.

SANTA FE, N. M.

canner
range cows and heifers
MISTAKE
stockers
and feeders CLARK'S BAD
S?.r04i3.6:
$:5.30'ii 6.25; calves $::.7."'ii T.To : bulls,
stags, etc., $3.."j0?i 5.,".0.
Hogs
Receipts S.fluO.
Market; SPEAKER OF HOUSE NOW MAKES
steady to yfiKic lower; Heavy $i(fM
BELATED DENIAL.
6.15; mixed $5.S5' C.05: light $5.60?
C0i: pigs ?4. 251(5.5(1; bulk of sales
$5.S0fiJ6.05.

j

Market
Sheep
Receipts 40fl.
slow, lower.
Yearlings $4.75 5.50;
wethers $44.50: ewes $:!.25fi 4.25;
iambs $5.50'i 0.75.
Cotton.
Xew York, Jan. 2(1. Cotton, spot
closed quiet, five points higher; middling uplands, 0.7: middling gulf,
9.95; sales, 700 bales.

clod-hopp-

CHILD LABOR

CONFERENCE
EARNEST.

IS IN DEAD

Either as Humorist or as Promoter
International Amity, Democratic
"Statesman" Has Not
Proved

a

of

Success,

And now Champ Clark sayB he
never said it. It was on Thursday,
November 2, that he was reported
speaking at Fremont, Neb., for a Democratic candidate for congress as deof the peoclaring that
ple of this country favor the annexation of Canada, and don't care who
hears me say it. am willing to make
this proposition: You let we run for
president on a platform calling for
annexation of Canada, and let President Taft run against me opposing
annexation, and I will carry every
state in the Union.''
This reported reiteration of the original blunder, that did more than anything else to arouse Canadians against
was sharply criticized
reciprocity,
throughout the country, but, so far as
noticed, without bringing any explanation from the speaker until his arrival at Washington, when, he denounced as "one of the most preposterous canards that I am in favor of
the forcible annexation of Canada."
or place or
He never said at any
even hinted or dreamed of it, and is
opposed to it. He never suggested it
as an issue. What he meant was the
mutual agreement of the two countries, that if Canada desired annexaof the people of this
tion
country would favor it.
this explanation,
But, accepting
where does It leave him? He had already seen the disastrous result of his
ambiguous declaration for annexation
In the defeat of reciprocity.
he have repeated that blunder
when he must have known that instead of promoting mutual agreement
he was certain to inflame
sentiment across the border?
Whether as a humorist or a promoter
of international amity, the speaker
seems to be equally unfortunate in effects both on his subject and on himself.
"nine-tenth-

s

1

Leading Agitators Rush Post Haste
to Washington to Lobby for
Borah Bill.
W7r Tr.
"Vffxlcan i
iBv Special
Louisville, Ky Jan. 2G. While delegates to the conference on Child Labor came here to discuss problems,
they did not let theory stand in the
way of practice at the opening session, and they changed the entire order of business to rush through resolutions urging Congress to enact Senator Borah's bill creating a Children's
Bureau in connection with the department of Commerce and Labor. Dr.
Samuel MeUne Lindsey left at once
for Washington to present the memorial.
Word was received at the same
time that Dr. W. J. McKelvay had
learned of the pending measure,
which is to be voted on Tuesday, and
turned back after starting for Louisville, in order to work for its passage.
Richmond Pearson Hobson, also canceled his engagement to speak here
Sunday and announced his purpose of
joining the lobby for the bill.
Seven business sessions will occupy the attention of the delegates
during the ensuing forty-eigh- t
hours,
relieved only by a reception at tne
Woman's Club late this afternoon.

ADVERTISING

IN

THE SMALL TOWNS

1

tie

nine-tenth- s

Why-shoul-

By BERT ST. CLAIR.

WHOLE STOCK MARKET
GAVE WAY TODAY.
Reduction of Dividend by St
Gave Bears Opportunity
for Attack.

Paul

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 26. Highly irregular movements of stocks during the

morning apparently reflected a confused state of speculative opinion on
the market. The sentimental effect
of the reduction of the St. Paul dividend and the sharp break in the
price of the stock in London before
the opening here gave the market an
appearance of heaviness, despite the
bidding up of a few stocks at the outset. The manipulation was most pronounced in Reading, Great Northern,
preferred, and New York Central, and
apparently was designed to conceal
When
traders
dealing elsewhere.
discovered that sales of this nature
were being made, they attacked the
list, and the whole market gave way.
The Bears widened the scope of their
selling and stocks, which had showed
decided strength earlier, particularly
Great Northern preferred, registered
United States Steel
sharp losses.
was vulnerable, and when it gave way
to 65
it weakened the resistance
of the general market. International
paper preferred converted an early
loss of a point into a gain of over two
4

points. American Tobacco rose
Bonds were irregular.

7

alPrices rose slowly atter mid-dathough recoveries mostly were fractional and trading light. Speculation
in the afternoon was given over largely to manipulative motions in special
stocks which exerted but litle effect
on general sentiment.
The market
closed firm.
Prices as a rule did not rise to a
par with yesterday's closing figures.
St. Paul ended with a loss in contrast to the long list of Industrials
and specialties which advanced in

striking manner.

Closing Quotations,
New York, N. Y., Jan. 2G. Call
money,
prime paper, 3
Mexican dollars, 47;
4, silver, 57
43.25
tin,
copper, 13.7514.00;

22

43.75;

l-- 2

lead, 4.404.50;

.,

64

amalgamated,

sugar, 117; Atchison,

New
Great Northern, 130
York Central, 110
Northern Paci106

fic, 117

ern Pacific,
stee'
167Nl-8- ;

Reading, 156
Union
110;
66; pfd., Ill

South-

Pacific,

The average country merchant advertises in his home weekly newspaper because he feels that he should
give the editor some encouragement.
Hence, because he takes little or
no interest in what his advertisement
says, he seldom changes it, and still
more seldom does he have anything
In the announcement
that grips the
him
and thereby
reader,
brings
trade.
The average advertisement in a
weekly newspaper reads like a label.
The majority of them state that the
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 26. Lead quiet advertiser is "still at the same old
stand," or handles the best goods in
4.354.37
Spelter strong 6.35
town. Few of them deal in anything
fi.50.
but generalities.
Grain and Provisions.
Such advertisements probably are
Chicago, 111., Jan. 26 Wheat May,
not worth anywhere near what they
101
July, 95
cost. About all they do is to keep
Corn May, C7
July C7
the name of the merchant before the
(g
reader.
But In a small community,
Oats May, 60
July, 45
everyone knows a merpractically
1G.25.
Pork May,
chant who has been in business any
Lard May, 9.40.
length of time, so simply having one's
Ribs May, 8.77
name before the public can be of
Wool.
hut little benefit under such condiSt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 26. Wool mar tions'.
ket steady. Territory and western
Many country merchants leave the
mediums 1618c; fine mediums 15
writing of their advertisements to the
fine
17c;
10(gl5c.
editor. They order their space, somev
Kansas Cty,
times amounting to a page, and tell
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 26 Cattle-- Re him to write them a "good announceeipts, 15,000, including 100 south- ment." They do not furnish him with
erns. Market steady. Native steers, a single price or a selling argument
of any kind. All he gets is orders to
55.500 8.00; southern steers $5.00
6.50; southern cows and heifers, $3.00 fill the space.
At one time, while I was struggling
5.C0; native cows and heifers, $3.00
In a small town to get a start as an
(g. .25;
stockers and feeders, $4.00
advertisement writer, I asked the larg6.25; bulls, $3.755.50; calves, $3.75
est advertiser there to permit me to
G.50; western steers, $5.007.25; westdo some work for him, free.
ern cows $3.005.00.
"All right," he replied, "write me a
Market 5 two
Hogs Receipts, 8,000.
page advertisement and bring it
to 10c lower. Bulk of sales, $5.80
around in a couple of hours."
and
6.25; heavy, $6.2006.30; packers
Then he hurried, into his store, seatbutchers, $G.006.30; light, $5.60
ed himself on a counter and lighted a
G.10;
pigs, $4.005.00.
cigar. He never thought It necessary
Marke! that I have 'something upon which to
4,000.
Sheep receipts,
Muttons, $3.254.75; lambs, base my selling argument.
steady.
$5.00 6.75; fee wethers and yearlIt used to be the custom In a counings, $3.505.50; fed ewes, $3.75
try town 1 often Visited to hold a
4.15.
county fair every fall. Just prior to
the holding of the last one, several
Chicago.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 26. Cattle Re- years ago, a liveryman placed in his
this advertisement:
paper
ceipts, 4,000. Market slow. Beeves, home
$4.708.40; Texas steers, $4.405.75; "When you come to the country fair
western steers, $4.657.00; stockers feed your horses at Blank's stable."
and feeders, $3.605.90;
cows and The fair was a financial failure and
no attempt has since been made to
heifers, $2.106.65; calves, $5.50
hold another in that town. Yet two
8.25.
Market years after the first insertion of the
38,000.
Hogs Receipts,
liveryman's advertisement It was still
slow, 5c and 10c lower. Light, $5.55
running exactly as it was originally
6.10; mixed, $5.856.30; heavy, $5.90 set
up.
G.32
rough, $5.906.05;
pigs,
Curious to know what benefit, if
$4.155.40; bulk of sales, $6.006.25. any he thought he derived from It,
Market I asked him one
12,000:
Sheep Receipts,
day why he did not
weak, 10 to 20c lower. Native, $3.15 rhange his advertisement.
4.75; western, $3.504.75; yearlings
"O," he replied, "advertising doesn't
$4.805.60; lambs, native, $4.40
pay, anyhow, and I might as well have
that announcement as any other in
6.80; western, $4.606.80.
the paper."
Omaha.
In that particularly case advertisSouth Omaha, Neb., Jan. 26. Cattle
ing
certainly did not pay.
weakMarket
4,000.
slow,
Receipts
An insurance agent In that same
er. Native steers $57.70; cows and
heifers $3.306; western steers $3.80 town changes his advertisement every
Texas steers $3.605.30; week. Recently I congratulated him
6.40;
upon his enterprise.
"Yes," he responded, "I do change
!t every week; but I have to watch
It pretty closely. If I don't change
It the editor won't."
When the country merchant learns
to write snappy advertising, filled
with good selling argument and prices,
then will he have less cause to sit by
the stove In the rear of his store and
assail the mail order houses and
the men who are behind the parcels
post bill.

MARKETREPORT

business men In all
come to the realizanewspaper advertisexpense, but an Investment, and a mighty good
one.
Modern
lines have
tion that
ing Is not

J&V.faZZ,:m&yM
SANTA FE DEMONSTRATION TRAIN AT WAY STATION
-,

CUT-OF-

ON

BELEN

Cost of Clothing.
We had a talk with the president
of one of the large New England knitting mills which makes one of the
branded lines of high class
underwear In the country. These goods
retail at from $1.50 to $3, yet the
manufacturer makes a net profit upon
them of only 50 cents per dozen. The
man who wears this underwear, and
there are many of them, probably believes he is paying a high price when
he pays $3 a garment, but none of the
magazines have told him yet that the
manufacturer makes only 4
cents
of this $3 which he pays, nor have
they told him that the retailer makes
a gross profit of 5 per cent, on these
same goods. The average knit goods
mill in this country, even when times
are good, makes only from 3 to 4 per
cent, net profit, while the retailer who.
handles the goods makes 50 per cent,
gross. Under conditions such as prevail today, it costs the knit goods
manufacturer $4.20 a dozen to make
cotton garments which retail at 50
cents each. The tariff has nothing to
do with this cost. It Is a question entirely of high cotton.
No one takes the trouble to inform
the woman purchaser in the retail
department stores that dress goods
for which she pays $2.50 a yard are
sold to the retajler for $1.50, She
does not know when she purchases"
her suit for $25, that the retailer secured it for $13.75, or if she pays $30
for It, that the price of the suit to the
retailer is $16.75. These cases are not
exceptional examples of the profits
which the retailer makes on dress
women's suits. The
goods, or made-usame conditions exist in the market
for cotton goods. A
lawn sold
to the jobber by the manufacturer at
10l4 cents has been sold in retail
stores at from 30 to 50 cents. An imported linen fabric, costing the retailer 26 cents, is being sold to the consumer for 50 cents. Any publicity
which will acquaint consumers
with
the real facts as to who makes the
profit on textile products will do an
untold good in settling the question
of who It is that is robbing the public. It certainly is not the mill man.
American Woolen and Cotton Rebest-know-

p

h

porter.
"There," cried Jonathan

to a
Irishman, as he waved his
hand in the direction of the Horseshoe falls at Niagara;
"there, now,
isn't it wonderful?"
wonderful
"Wonderful?
What's
about that?"
"Why, to see all that water come
thundering over those rocks."
"Faith, then, to tell ye the honest
truth," was the response, "Oi can't see
anything so wonderful about that
What is thir to prevint it from com-iover?" Housekeeper.
newly-arr-

ived

HURRY-U-

POET.

IP
L

I

Tbe Novelist 1 understand that a
celebrated English poet gets $50 a line
Tor his verse.
The Struggling Poet If that was
me. I'd write a tfiousand lines and
quit.

A

TILLAGE

DRY

PAGE SEVEN

FARM

if MS

SECRET

Must Be Gocd as to Time as Well as
to Amount and Quality Keeps
Moisture in Soil.
Dry farming was tic term originally
used to describe the mot hods oi farmers in generally irrigated country who
cultivated land a'cove the level of the
Irrigating
ditch, or in nouirrigated
sections win. re the animal raiulull
was less than twenty inches.
It has been shown by actual experiment that twelve inches of effective
rainfall during the growing season of
wheat planted in soil in good condition as to moisture should produce a
yield of forty bushels to the acre, and
that, on the same basis, a twenty-livbushel yield might be expected from
a rainfall of 7.5 inches.
In most of
the arid and semi-arisections of the
country the annual rainfall is in excess of ten inches. The work of the
dry farmer is to cultivate so as to retain this moisture in the soil for tbe
use of his crops.
"Don't call it 'dry farming': speak
of it as 'good fanning,'" said Prof. 11.
W. Campbell, in an address before a
dry farming congress at Minot, S. D.
The professor,
who is sometimes
styled the "father of the dry farming
method," went on to say that he was
no longer much concerned about combating lack of moisture, but was trying to spread the gospel of good tillage and of bending every effort toward increasing the yield.
Dry farming, in the technical sense
In which it h..s been used of late
years, is imposible without good tillage. Good tillage and that means
good as to time as well as amount and
quality is the whole secret of dry
The system has, however,
farming.
produced crops in Utah and portions
of Colorado and Wyoming where so
little rain falls that the drops of a
season can almost be counted.
Dry farming saves the drops. It preserves them from the thirst of a blazing sun by cultivating a "dust blanket'"
over the soil which they have moistened to the extent, of their capacity.
The directions are: Plow about the
middle of June. Plow six or seven
inches deep; some say twelve to fourteen, but this is determined by the
character of the soil. This allows what
rainfall there may be to penetrate to
the subsoil. Subsequent and frequent
cultivation causes the formation of a
"dust blanket," which prevents surface
evaporation. Crops derive their nourishment from the moisture in the subsoil. The latter serves the dry farmer
the same purposes, that the reservoir
serves the irrigation farmer.
As an example of crops grown under
dry farming methods, there are records for 1909 of 132 bushels of 48
pound oats grown on land cultivated
and stored with such moisture as was
available, and In the succeeeding year,
when there was no rainfall after July
27, the yield on the same land was 57
bushels of oats per acre, weighting 38
pounds per bushel.

Wanted A girl for general housel
j
work. Address X, New .Mexican.

i

e

for general house
Apply Mrs. Forn-ofavenue.

WANTKD Cirl
work and cooking.
116 Manhattan

f,

FOR SALE Singer Sewing
with latest attachments. New.
bargain. 1 12 Marcy St.
Ma-chi-

NEW KIND OF LETTER SCALES
A

Interesting

Experiment for Children
Are of That Mind-W- orks
Very Nicely.

For Rent
furnishd front room
for man and wife, light liputekcepinE
ModIf you look at the picture yiiu will privileges, or for single gent.
San Francisco
see a queer apparatus, and when you ern, all convenience.
learn it is a contrivance for weighing St., over Andrews grocery store.
letters you will say: "How loolish.
ROOMS FOTV riK.XT One, three,
It would be far easier to io to the
poslofliee and allow the man behind or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
'.he window to weigh the mail ami tell for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
you how many stamps to put on it." Lar.;e, handsome dining room, excepBut tiiere are many children who like tionally 'lice and
well suited for
to exiieriment, and for these I will boarders.
Who

v

.

tj

pi j

F.LKC ANT1.Y

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Uibbons and supplatens furnished.
Triitiii-riltr- i
nlibB
aM ovtl an rcA
artd rented. Standard makes bandied.
All repair work and typewrites guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 23i.

j

p tmm

Fraternal Societies
MASONIO.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
Regular communis
cation first Monday
of each month at
a
Masonic - Hall
7.30.

Letter Scales.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.

ioscribe the illustration, says a writ- CHAS. E. U.NNEi. Secreia.-y- .
er in the Magical Experiments.
Take
ft worn-ou- t
broom. Saw off about ten
Santa Fe Chapter No,
or ill'teen inches of the handle ami
1. R. A. M.
Regular
plunge it into a deep vase of water,
convocation
with tlie lower end weighted in such
Monday of each month
ii way that about three-quarter- s
of it
at Masonic Hall at
Is under water.
At the tup of this
7:30 p. m.
slick nail a stout square of card
JOHN H. WALKER,
board on which to rest the letters,
H. P.
e
liorrow an ounce, a
and a ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
Secretary.
half-ouncweight from a friendly
druggist and, placing them one at a

second

time upon your balance, carefully
mark the exact water level.
All is ready now to weigh your letter. If the bromstiek goes just below the ounce, you will know at once
that you must pay a double postage
and so on. For all ordinary purposes,
if accurately gauged, your home-madbalance will give satisfaction.
GREAT IMPORTANCE

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:SC

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe tiodge ot
Perfection No. 1, 14ta

OF SALT

degree.
cepted

Ancient and

Ac-

Scottish Rite ot

Production Is One of Oldest Industries
Free Masonry meets om
of World Louisiana Excels
the third Monday of each month
Feed for Fattening Sheep.
in
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
Purity.
Clear corn is far from being the
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaaa.
best, feed for fattening sheep, espeSalt production is about the oldest Visiting fcotlsh Rite Masons are corcially fattening lambs. A little wheat industry in the world. In Italy, the dially invited to attend.
in some form, even if damaged bad cradle of the salt
industry, it has been
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
ly, will help greatly.
manufactured commercially for 2,500
Venerable Master.
A little bran or shorts, or oats, will
years. Salt is so necessary to exist- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
to an extent take the place of wheat, ence that in some
of the world
Secretary.
and good wheat screenings are still tribes will sell the parts
members of their
better. Sheep should be gotten onto families in exchange for salt. Salt
a corn diet very slowly, and if lambs, has been the cause of
B. P. O. E.
wars, and so
should never be fed corn exclusively.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Important has it always been consid460, B. P. O. E. holds
ered that, in some places the passing
Concrete Feeding Floor.
its regular session on
of salt is established as a token of
A concrete feeding floor for the
the second and fourth
friendship, and women throw salt on
hogs is one of the most profitable in- a visitor as a friendly greeting.
of each
Wednesday
In
vestments on the farm. It is com- some countries salt is so Bcarce that It
month. Visiting brothparatively cheap, easy to make and Is obtained through
ers are inviteu and
of
the ashes
saves much feed for the hogs, bewelcome.
grasses and species of palm and other
sides making them more comfortable,
CARL A. BISHOP.
plants. While salt is produced in alwhich also means money in the own- most
Exalted Ruler.
every country of the world. It J. D. SENA,
er's pocket.
is stated that nowhere can salt of
Secretary.
such purity be obtained at anything
GENERAL FARM INFORMATION.
like the cost for mining as in LouisF. W. FARMER
iana.
Homester.d No.
Winter plowing seems to be gain2879.
in
faver.
ing
Brotherhood
of
A
ALWAYS
READY
FOR
ROMP
Run the hand separator according to
American Yeomen
the instruction book.
Meets
Second
Now that t he general field work Ferret and Kitten Are Friends and
and Fourth Thura
is over, keep the manure spreader in
Playmates Jumbo Is Most
days, Fireman's
dally use.
Playful of the Pair.
Hall. H. Foreman.
Toads rank next to birds in value
The illustration shows a ferret and
A. E. P. Robinson,
as destroyers of harmful insects about
kitten that are friends and playmates.
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
the garden.
The ferret, which is named Jumbo,
Alarid.
The long halter strap In the stall
has been the cause of permanent in- is a most charming pet, being even
more playful than Spitfire, the kitSanta Fe Camp
jury to many animals.
13514, M. W. A.
Barnyard manure, cottonseed meal ten, and together they have great
tneets second Tuesand acid phosphates are excellent fer- games, rolling one another over, ractilizers for Irish potatoes.
ing after a ball, etc. Jumbo is quite
day each month, so
Seed corn should always be stored as ready to play with anything else,
cial meetlns tUri
in the ear. It should never be put inTuesday at Elka
to boxes, barrels or sacks.
Hall. Viating nelgtk
It is just as necessary to strengthen
bors welcome.
the thin spots in the soil as to repair
A. G. WHIT HER, Consul
the weak places in the fence.
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk,
This is a good time to cover the
bare spots in the pastures with manNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ure, to be seeded early next spring.
Since alfalfa Is a permanent crop
the ground should be prepared with
Department of the Interior.
more care than ordinarily, making it
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
level, free from stones or other InJanuary 11, 1912.
cumbrances.
Ccpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Clover Is rich in nitrogen, and in
Notice is hereby given that Fred
homogeneous soils it develops tuberClokey, of Glorieta, N. M., who, on
cles, which attract nitrogen from the
June 2, 1906, made homestead
No.
Friends and Playmates.
air, where it is stored In inexhaustfor Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
ible quantities.
SE1-4- ,
from human beings to the dogs, Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
In Jarge pastures the animals roam
though I do not allow the latter, for Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
from one especially attractive patch fear
they should bite him. It Is very E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of grass to another, traveling
all pretty to see the ferret come running of intention to make final five year
over the field, and trampling down
sideways and jumping off all four proof, to establish claim to the land
more than they can eat.
legs at once, and saying, "Vut, vut!" above described, before Register or
Manure should be spread upon the when he wants
somebody to play with Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
field as soon as possible In order to him.
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of February,
avoid loss by fermentation and leak1912.
ing. Nothing but water Is lost after
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ball Playing.
Home
the manure is put on the land.
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Car"Do you play ball?" asked a visitor
In addition to increasing the numlos Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all of
of small Tommy.
"Yes'm,"
replied
ber of domestic animals on farms,
fellow, "Mamma and me has had Glorieta, N. M.
farmers must pay more attention to little
MANUEL R. OTERO,
a game occasionally."
"How do you
leguminous crops, and to other crops
It?"
anasked
visitor.
the
Register,
play
"Oh,"
which provide a supply of humus for
swered Tommy, "she makes the base
the soil.
hits and I furnish the bowl."
Charles Durham, Lovlngton, 111., has
The vest pocket vote"3ecldes, they sayj
succeeded in finding ' a positive cure
But It won't be "It" you bet.
An Experience.
In the coming times when voteB are caat
for bed wetting.
"My little boy wet
"What can you do with a team ia
By the stylish suffragette.
the bed every night clear thro' on the
the country? Do you know anything
floor. I tried several kinds 6f kidney
about hooking up?"
medicine and I was in the drug store
Another Rap at 'Em.
"Do I? Haven't 1 been doing it for
for something different
"Do you find out here," asked the a
to
looking
on
wife's
waists?"
year
my
help him when I heard of Foley Kidstranger in Colorado, "that giving
ney Pills. After he had taken them
women the right to vote has made
Shorn.
two days we could see a change and
politics any cleaner?"
"Miss Ella, was your bazaar a suc- when he
s
had taken
of a
"Well, I can't say as to that," re- cess?"
bottle he was cured. That is about
plied the old settler, "but I know
"Glorious! All the men had to wall six weeks
some children that It seems to bave
ago and he has not wet In
home!" Meggendorfer Blaetter.
bed since." For sale by all druggists.
made a lot dirtier."
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Home of Quality Groceries
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS!
13 Cans 10c Milk

9 Cans 2

Phnne

1--

Standard Tomatoes,

2

i

Nn.

Vnn Ivnnvv Art Piichpri Alone!

c

F. ANDREWS.

Phone

Sml
BMKMB

No. 4

McKinley Day, Monday, Jan. 29th

M

CARNATIONS

u7.J

I fTHE

THE CLARENDON GARDEN,

i

Located one Block East from the Old San Miguel Church.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phone Black 12.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 26, 1912.

tion of interpellating the government
EPIDEMIC AMONG LAOS
PEOPLE OF SIAM.' on the subject of Italy's dilatoriness
in acceding to the French demands.
Conditions Are Alarming and MisM. Poincaire requested the deputies
sionaries Need More Money to
to desist, assuring them that his lat&isea;e.
Fig.it
est instructions sent to Camille Bar-rerthe French ambassador at Roma
By Special Leased Wre to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 26 The Presbyte- vere of a nature to satisfy fully
rian board of foreign missions, has French public sentiment.
received further cable advices regardFOR SALE.
ing the epidemic among the Laos people of northern Siam. The cable
reads. "Conditions are alarming and
The First National Bank of Santa
the epidemic is still spreading. Funds Fe offers for sale the building
ure very low."
by it as a hanking house ,
possession given as soon as the baLi
moves into its new ouilding.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT IN
FRANCE AGAINST ITALY.
Price, $15,000 $5,000 down, and
balance in five annual payments o
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) $2,000 each, secured by a mortgage
Paris, Jan. 26. Rumors of various: on the premises sold. Notes to be
kinds were circulated in the Cham given with interest at six per cent
ber of Deputies this afternoon in rela per annum, payable
tion to the Franco-Italianegotia This offer will stand open ten days
tions. Two deputies visited Premier from date. Santa Fe, N. M., January
Poincaire and announced their inten 24, 1912.

phial Lozenges.
For some genuine spring lamo goto
the Plaza Market Co.
A True Little Story for the man
1 Mho wants good clothes. If you are
not interested in nice clothes then
you do not want to read Salmon's ad
vertisement.
Packing House lambs and mutton
!
fine, and just try it once and you
won't want any more of the native.
Andrews.
Thino-Spanish Classes Antonio Lucero
secretary of State, will meet
The Reason Thev Take Such a Hike,
who desire to attend his beginning classes in Spanish tonight in
Kind the People Like!
his office at the Capitol.
Is, Because They're
Ground bone for chickens at the
Plaza Market Co.
!
Every Person you meet will be
wearing a carnation next Monday, so
.
.
.25
Native
Good
lbs.
8
$
Onions,
$1.00
(should you. Call up Phone Black 12,
1.00
The Clarendon Gardens.
14 lbs. Sugar,
1.00
Vitagraph's "Auld Lang Syne," in
two reels at the Elks' tonight. Don't
miss it.
They are built for the work and
they do it. Try them, as we all kno
that a pair oS shoes on the boy s
feet will mean the real test. John
How can you tell how old a meat day for San Francisco to select a site Pflueger wants you to make the
for the Panama Pacific Exposition test. See page three.
saw is?
Slate building. ,
For fine cuts of K. O. meats go to
fcg
the I'laza Market Co.
A
Pleasant and effective remedy,
and one that is indorsed by Hundreds
OtULY BOUND
of people is Zook's Benzoin, Witch
Wlll IHIIII II H I IB V W wiivmimia
Hazel and Almond Cream.
Tomorrow is last day on this week's
See "ad." A word to the
specials.
FORECAST.
WEATJ-IEI
Andrews.
wise.
V
Denver, Colo., Jan. 2C ForeThe Clarendon Garden will have a
cast Colorado: Tonight gen- I
large
supply of carnations for McKin-lecennorth
cooler
in
erally fair;
I
day. Order them now.
The committee
The Hotel Proposal
appointed Wednesday evening by Dr.
A. Rolls, chairman of the mass
not much X J
Saturday fair;
meeting which was held to boost for
WUIUi
"B
KIHBSMBWBMHM
N
in
temperature.
change
a new hotel, met yesterday afternoon
a-r
Rv finHinn fhe sancanp. nf r.nnrsft'
r
a
al the Palace of the Governors. The

THE GOODS WE BUY DO NOT STAY LONG

.V

i

i

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA YE,
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n

and cow thorough investigation ot the nnanciai
You'll find
Sausage Here, at Gocbeu.
standing of L. J. Lawler, who is supDon't Miss it Auld Lang Syne
posed to represent eastern capital,
the
Elks'
F.nd to get a more definite proposal
It's
good.
tonight.
Kind You'll Like!
Turkeys, hens, springs, fresh, fine fiom him.
and fat. Andrews.
Celery, tomatoes, spinach, radishes,
We Sell the Best Sausage
Phone Black 12 on Monday for lettuce, green onions, parsley,
soup
your carnations.
bunches, cabbage and all root vegetaHome made lard at the Plaz'i Mar- bles, at Andrews'.
ket Co.
McKinley Day Monday, January
When Your Hands are rough, re- 29th is the day when everyone wears
WE MAKE IT OURSELVES,
member Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel a carnation in honor of President Mcand Almond Cream.
flower.
Kinley, it was his favorite
Know It'- s- Ingredients and Age,
cotton rag- s- S'jnd in your orders early to the Clar- - 1
WANTED Clean
fa
IB
four cents per pound. New Mexican eudon Garden. Phone Black 12.
And
Auld
office.
The Greatest Pictures yet,
To the Memory of the beloved Mc- Lang Syne in two reels at the Elks'
Kinley, wear a carnation on Monday tonight.
next. Leave your order with the Clarendon Gardens. Phone Black 12.
KIBBEY STARTS
ROOSEVELT CLUB,
Everybody should wear a carnation
in honor of President McKinley next
Continued from Page One.
Monday.
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
A Rural Conqueror, and Auld Lang; ley of Missouri
today joined Gpver- Phone 92.
Syne, in two reels. Don't miss it.
n0r Osborn of Michigan and
That home made pork sausage is crnor Fort of New Jersey," in accept-finCOLORADO
LEGISLATIVE
at the Plaza Market Co.
jng memberships in the Roosevelt Na-COMMITTEE ON JUNKET.
It will do you good to see the dis- - tion Committee.
Governor
Stubbs
(Bv Ppprln! Loused Wire to New Mexican) play of Hosiery in Adolf Sei'gma'i's dropped in to the committee
ColoHose foto everybody.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 26 The
quarters here today to announce his Ml
rado legislative
committee left to- Why Cough in Public Zook's Bron- - willingness to accept a membership.
i

the

Salt Bricks for your horse
"

the
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Ever Saw!

j

Two Good

Second-han-

"

Two ! "
One

Second-han-

d

Recommend It

Ranges with Reservoirs
.. Golden Oak
Buffet,

One

"

"

Combination

One

i"

"

Marble

One Typewriter Desk,

Bookcase

Plaza Market Co.

Top Cen. Table

One Roll Top Desk
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Unqualifiedly

Saddles and Bridles
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All Go At

Bargains

head-windo-

PHONE 56 BLACK, SANTA FE, N. M.
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This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner
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